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Abstract

Commercial purity titanium (CP-Ti) was processed by high-pressure torsion (HPT) with various numbers of turns ($N = 1, 10$ and $20$). The hardness of the CP-Ti increased with an increasing number of HPT turns due to grain refinement. Tensile testing showed that the HPT-processed 10 turns sample had low ductility and high strength but the ductility may be improved through post-HPT short-term annealing at carefully selected temperatures. Some HPT-processed samples were laser surface-treated with different laser powers and scanning speeds. The surface roughness of the laser-textured samples increased with increasing laser power and led to a lower contact angle which signifies an increased hydrophilicity. After a holding time of 13 days, the samples underwent a hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transformation as the contact angle increased to as much as $129^\circ$. It is concluded that laser surface texture processes are capable of controlling the hydrophilic / hydrophobic properties of ultra-fine grained CP-Ti.
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1. Introduction

Commercial purity titanium (CP-Ti) is one of the most commonly used materials for biomedical applications and implant components due to its good biocompatibility, high fatigue strength, excellent corrosion resistance and non-toxicity [1-3]. However, the mechanical strength of CP-Ti is lower than for titanium alloys, such as the Ti-6Al-4V alloy, and therefore it is often subjected to thermo-mechanical processing to improve its mechanical properties. Studies have shown that the high hydrostatic pressure produced from severe plastic deformation (SPD) is beneficial in refining the grain structure and enhancing the mechanical strength and toughness of engineering metals and alloys [4]. Equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [5] and high-pressure torsion (HPT) [4] are particularly effective for achieving ultrafine-grain structures [6-8]. However, for CP-Ti and Ti alloys, the ECAP processing is normally conducted at a high temperature [9] whereas HPT processing can be carried out at room temperature [10]. As a result, the use of HPT is generally preferred for achieving grain refinement and strength enhancement.

The surface characteristics of bulk materials have a significant impact on their performance in power plants, electronics and biomedical applications [11]. Superhydrophobic surfaces have many desirable interface behaviors, including self-cleaning, anti-fouling and anti-attrition. As a result, they are commonly employed in applications such as surgical tools and bio-medical devices [12]. Various researchers have drawn an analogy between the superhydrophobic metallic surfaces and lotus leaves which are characterized by a dual-scale roughness structure and nanometer scale hairs which trap air between the water droplets and the surface [13-15]. Hydrophilic phenomena provide a good adhesion strength between the matrix and other media and are often exploited as biosensors for cell-cell communications [15, 16]. For example, bone implants made of titanium alloy must be treated in some ways, such as by sandblasting or acid etching and anodizing, so as to become bioactive and thereby improve their connectivity with the surrounding tissue [17-19]. This means that it is essential to develop an understanding of the basic surface properties of engineering metals and alloys and to devise techniques to modify and control these fundamental properties.

There are many surface modification techniques including mechanical treatment, thermal
spraying, sol–gel processing, chemical and electrochemical treatments, and laser texturing [20-23].

To date, many studies have demonstrated the feasibility of generating hydrophilic or hydrophobic characteristics on coarse-grained metals by laser surface machining [24, 25]. However, very little research has been conducted to examine the effect of laser surface modification on ultrafine-grained materials. Specifically, no studies are available describing the potential for modifying the surface properties of ultrafine-grained Ti to not only improve its hydrophobic or hydrophilic properties but also to retain a high mechanical strength. Accordingly, the present study was initiated to investigate the effect of applying a combination of HPT processing and a laser surface texturing method in order to improve the mechanical properties of CP-Ti and to control the hydrophilic and hydrophobic behavior in HPT samples for further research.

2. Experimental material and procedures

A grade 2 CP-Ti was purchased in the form of a round bar with a diameter of 12.7 mm from Titanium Industries UK, Ltd. (Birmingham, UK). The chemical composition in the grade 2 CP-Ti followed the ASTM B348-09 specification with a chemical requirement of maximum values of C of 0.08, O of 0.25, N of 0.03, H of 0.015 and Fe of 0.30 in weight percentage. The as-received material was annealed at 973 K for 2 h in a vacuum furnace to obtain a microstructure with an average grain size of ~65 µm and this is henceforth designated the as-annealed state. The rod was machined to a diameter of 10 mm and then cut into discs with thicknesses of ~0.8 mm [26]. These discs were processed to 1, 10 and 20 turns by HPT at room temperature under an imposed pressure of 6.0 GPa and with a rotational speed of 1 rpm. The processing was conducted using quasi-constrained conditions where there is a small outflow of material around the periphery of the disc during the torsional straining [27, 28].

The effects of the number of turns on the microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated by observations using optical microscopy and transmission electron microscopy and by Vickers microhardness testing, respectively. The microstructures of the as-annealed samples were examined using an Olympus BH optical microscope (OM) at low magnification. The deformation
microstructures after 10 and 20 turns of HPT processing were characterised using a JEOL1200 transmission electron microscope (TEM) operating under an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. TEM studies were conducted on standard 3 mm discs and the positions of the thin regions for high magnification observations were always located about 4 mm from the centres of the HPT-processed discs. The grain sizes were measured using the linear intercept method with image J with at least 300 grains measured for each sample.

Samples processed through 10 turns were subjected to short-term annealing for 10 minutes at temperatures of 473, 673, 873 and 973 K, respectively. In addition, the mechanical strengths of these 10 turn samples were evaluated in the HPT-processed condition and after post-HPT short-term annealing. The microhardness was measured using a hardness tester equipped with a Vickers indenter (FM300, Future-tech Corp.) under a load of 200 gf and with a dwell time of 15 s. Two dog-bone shaped miniature tensile specimens were cut from the 10 mm discs, with the gauges of the two tensile specimens positioned symmetrically at 2 mm from the disc centres. The miniature tensile specimen had a gauge length of 1.0 mm, width of 1.0 mm and thickness of 0.6 mm. Tensile tests were carried out using a Zwick 30 KN Proline testing machine at room temperature (RT) operating at a constant rate of cross-head displacement with an initial strain rate of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$.

To examine the effect of any surface modification, the samples processed by HPT to 1, 10 and 20 turns (without post-HPT short-term annealing) were processed by laser surface texturing using various laser powers, scanning speeds and holding times in order to evaluate the influence on the surface roughness and hydrophilic / hydrophobic properties. Prior to the laser surface texturing, the HPT-processed discs were ground with abrasive papers to similar roughnesses of ~560 ± 60 Å. These discs in the HPT-processed condition were then surface treated using a near-infrared laser (SPI G3) with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a repetition rate of 25 kHz, and a pulse duration of >10 ns. The texturing process was carried out using various laser powers in the range of 0.9-5.0 W and with scanning speeds in the range of 10-150 mm s$^{-1}$. The diameter of the laser spot, $D_0$, on the sample surface was calculated using the relationship
\[ D_0 = 1.22 \times \left( \frac{\lambda \times F}{n \times W_d} \right) \times M^2 \] (1)

where \( \lambda \) is the laser wavelength, \( F \) is the focal length, \( n \) is the refractive index, \( W_d \) is the nominal diameter of the laser beam and \( M^2 \) is the laser-quality factor. Equation (1) shows that the diameter of the laser beam is directly proportional to both the wavelength and the focal length. To increase the resolution of the texture pattern on the sample surface, the experimental setup was adjusted to reduce the laser spot size to ~40 µm.

The roughnesses of the laser-treated samples were measured using an Alpha step profiler (D-300, KLA) with a scanning speed of 0.4 mm s\(^{-1}\), a scan line length of 5 mm and a load of 10 mg. The surface morphologies of the various samples were examined using an optical microscope (HRM-300, Huvitz). The hydrophilic / hydrophobic properties of the surface textured samples were investigated by measuring the contact angles of droplets of de-ionized water with volumes of 1 µL placed on the sample surface at a rate of 1 µL s\(^{-1}\). The contact angle was measured three times and the average value was used for comparison purposes. The laser-treated surfaces were observed over a period from 1 to 13 days in order to fully evaluate the evolution of the surface hydrophilic or hydrophobic characteristics. New droplets were put on the laser-treated surface every day over the period from 1 to 13 days and the contact angle of each new droplet was then measured.

3. Experimental results

3.1 Microstructure and mechanical properties of the HPT-processed samples

Figure 1 shows the microstructures of the HPT-processed samples after (a) 10 and (b) 20 turns. The grain size of the as-annealed sample was measured as about 65 µm but, as shown in Fig. 1, it was reduced significantly following HPT processing to approximately 70 nm for the 10 turns sample and 60 nm for the 20 turns sample. These similarities between the samples processed through 10 and 20 turns show that the discs are approaching a saturation condition where there is no significant further reduction in grain size [29].

The variations of the microhardness along the diameters of the 10 and 20 turns samples are
shown in Fig. 2 where the lower dashed line at a microhardness of ~157 Hv denotes the hardness in the initial annealed condition. For the 10 and 20 turns samples, the hardness remains reasonably constant in the radial direction but with slightly lower values in the central region. It is apparent that the microhardness values increase with an increasing number of HPT turns and the highest hardness of up to ~350 Hv is obtained in the sample processed through 20 turns.

The hardness and the grain size variations are plotted in Fig. 3 for the samples processed through 10 turns and then subjected to short-term annealing at 473, 673, 873 and 973 K. Thus, as the post-HPT short-term annealing temperature increases, the grain microstructure becomes less refined so that the measured average grain sizes increase from ~70 nm after HPT processing without annealing to ~1.9, ~3.1, ~3.9 and ~9.7 µm following anneals for 10 minutes at 473, 673, 873 and 973 K respectively. Concurrently, the hardness values drop as the post-HPT short-term annealing temperature increases. Therefore, as anticipated, the hardness decreases with increasing grain size.

Figure 4 shows the engineering stress-engineering strain curves for the sample after 10 turns of HPT processing and for samples processed through 10 turns and then given short-term anneals for 10 minutes at temperatures of 473, 673, 873 and 973 K, respectively. The HPT-processed 10 turns sample has a very high strength but relatively low ductility as shown by the curve on the left in Fig. 4, such that failure occurs at approximately 840 MPa before the occurrence of any extensive plastic deformation. The low ductility in the HPT-processed 10 turns sample is attributed to the high dislocation density introduced by the torsional straining [10, 30, 31] which tends to limit the strain hardening ability of the material. By applying short-term annealing of 10 minutes on the HPT-processed 10 turns sample at 473 K, the ductility of the sample is significantly improved but with some reduction in strength. Further increases in the short-term annealing temperatures to 673, 873 and 973 K lead to reductions in the tensile strength with increasing annealing temperature due to the advent of rapid grain growth. Close inspection shows that the elongations to failure exhibit no special relationship with the short-term annealing temperatures but this is due to the slight
variations that are an inherent feature of the gauge thicknesses for these various samples cut directly from the HPT discs. Despite the lack of any significant correlation between elongation and annealing temperature, it is readily apparent that the elongations of the samples after short-term annealing show a very significant improvement compared with the HPT-processed condition in the absence of any annealing.

3.2 Surface properties of the HPT-processed samples after laser surface texturing

Figure 5 shows the surface roughness properties of samples processed by HPT through 1, 10 and 20 turns using laser powers in the range of 0.9 – 5.0 W with a scanning speed of 150 mm s$^{-1}$ in Fig. 5(a) and laser speeds in the range of 10 - 100 mm s$^{-1}$ with a laser power of 2 W in Fig. 5(b). It is apparent from inspection of Fig. 5(a) that the roughness increases with increasing laser power for all HPT samples. For example, the roughness of the 20 turns sample increases from approximately 55 nm to 5.8 µm as the laser power is increased from 2.0 to 5.0 W. By contrast, and as displayed in Fig. 5(b), for a fixed laser power the roughness decreases with increasing scanning speed, where this reduction occurs especially at scanning speeds in the range of 10 - 50 mm s$^{-1}$.

Each contact angle is the average of three readings and the error range is ±5°. The value of the contact angle of the surface of the HPT-processed sample before laser texturing was 60°. Figure 6 displays the variation of the contact angle with (a) the laser power and (b) the laser scanning speed. It is apparent from Fig. 6(a) that for samples processed by HPT through 1, 10 and 20 turns the contact angle decreases with increasing laser power, thereby demonstrating that samples become increasingly hydrophilic. This is directly consistent with the surface roughness variation shown in Fig. 5(a). From inspection of Fig. 6(a), the minimum contact angle, and therefore the greatest hydrophilicity, is found at approximately 20° for the HPT sample with 20 turns laser treated with a power of 5 W. By contrast, Fig. 6(b) shows the contact angle increases and therefore the samples become increasingly hydrophobic as the laser speed increases and this is probably due to the reduction in surface roughness as shown in Fig. 5(b). The contact angle of a drop of de-ionized water placed on an HPT-processed surface is reduced following the laser texture process. In
addition, the contact angles on short-term annealed samples (N10 + 673 K short-term annealing) were also measured. Table 1 shows a comparison of results between HPT-processed samples and HPT + short-term annealed samples. With increasing laser power, the contact angle decreases for both conditions. The contact angle has similar variation tendencies with the different laser powers and therefore it is expected that short-term annealed samples have similar surface characteristics after laser surface treatment. Figure 7 shows the variation of the contact angle with the observation period for up to 13 days for the 20 turns samples processed using a laser power of 5 W and a scanning speed of 150 mm s\(^{-1}\). According to these results, and neglecting the scatter for short-term observation, the contact angle generally increases with increasing observation period. In Fig. 8 there are images for the 20 turns sample of the contact angle change after (a) 1 day and (b) 13 days. Thus, noting that the maximum observation period in these experiments is 13 days, the contact angle of the 20 turns sample increases from 10° to 129°.

4. Discussion

The microstructure development in Fig. 1 demonstrates that HPT is very effective in producing grain refinement in the CP-Ti. The grain size before HPT processing was ~65 µm but after 10 and 20 turns of HPT processing the grain size was reduced to ~60-70 nm. By contrast, none of the conventional deformation procedures, such as forging, rolling or extrusion, provides the capability of achieving such a large extent of grain refinement. The hardness measurements on the HPT-processed samples in Fig. 2 show that there is a significant enhancement in the mechanical strength from the as-annealed value of ~157 Hv before HPT processing to a maximum value of ~350 Hv after HPT processing to 20 turns. There are reports of an \(\alpha\rightarrow\omega\) phase transformation during HPT processing of CP-Ti [32, 33] and this may also make contributions to the material strength. X-ray analysis on the HPT-processed CP-Ti using the same batch as in the current research [26] confirmed the \(\alpha\rightarrow\omega\) phase transformation during HPT processing. Thus, the HPT processing significantly refines the grain structure and enhances the mechanical strength, where the strength enhancement is attributed to the grain refinement, \(\omega\) phase precipitation and high dislocation
density.

Nevertheless, although the HPT-processed material has high strength, the ductility is limited as shown by the curve for the 10 turns sample in Fig. 4. When materials are produced having ultrafine grain sizes, the strength is usually high but the ductility is low. This led to the well-established paradox of strength and ductility [34] which states explicitly that materials are either strong or they are ductile but not both. This paradox has received, and is continuing to receive, significant attention within the field of nanostructured materials [35]. A possible procedure to overcome this problem is to give the materials a short-term anneal immediately after processing. This technique was first introduced in early work on Ti [36, 37] and more recently the same approach was used effectively on Al-1% Mg [38] and Ta [39].

In order to improve the ductility of HPT-processed materials, post-HPT short term annealing for 10 minutes was applied at selected temperatures from 473 to 973 K. Grain size measurements on post-HPT short-term annealed samples in Fig. 3 demonstrate that even at 473 K there is some grain growth after 10 minutes and when the short-term annealing temperature is further increased to 673 and 873 K the grain structures coarsen to ~3.1 and ~3.9 μm, respectively. With a further increase to 973 K the grain growth becomes significant and the average grain size is ~9.7 μm. This grain coarsening and significant grain growth correspond to a drop in the microhardness. The tensile testing results in Fig. 4 demonstrate that short-term annealed samples have much improved ductility but the strengths of the materials decrease with increasing short-term annealing temperatures due to the grain coarsening and, at the highest annealing temperature, to significant grain growth. It is suggested that a short-term annealing of 10 minutes at 473 K appears to represent the optimal short-term annealing condition producing a significant ductility improvement with only a concomitant limited drop in strength.

The surface roughness of the HPT-processed sample increases following either an increasing laser power or decreasing laser scanning speed as shown in Fig. 5. The roughness of the 20 turns sample increases from ~55 nm to ~5.8 μm as the laser power is increased from 1.0 to 5.0 W.
Furthermore, the contact angle of the HPT-processed samples decreases with increasing laser power or decreasing laser scanning speed as shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, the contact angle of the HPT sample decreases from 76° to 20° with an increase in power from 1.0 to 5.0 W. This result shows that the HPT sample has a hydrophilic surface after the laser surface treatment and thus provides a very good adhesion strength between the matrix and other media. By adjusting the observation period, the contact angle of the HPT-processed sample increases with increasing time as shown by the variation of the contact angle in Fig. 7. Thus, the contact angle of the 20 turns sample increases from 10° to 129° over an observation period of 13 days. It is readily apparent, therefore, that the HPT-processed sample has a hydrophilic surface due to the roughness induced immediately after the laser treatment. However, the surface feature transformed to a hydrophobic surface after 13 days storage probably due to the multi-scale roughness in the micro-scale and nano-scale that can absorb C atoms (C atom surface adsorption) and produce a surface transformation to a hydrophobic surface. A similar phenomenon, the Cassie–Baxter state [40], occurred due to the multi-scale texture formed mainly by the superimposed nano-scale and micro-scale ripples. Accordingly, after applying the laser surface texture treatments there should exist a desirable interface behavior in HPT-processed sample, the same as in the Cassie-Baxter state [40]. It is important to note also that after the laser treatment the texture surface has a thickness that is less than ~10 µm so that basically the bulk mechanical properties developed by HPT processing may be preserved.

Overall, the present results demonstrate, for the first time with HPT-processed samples, that the laser texture process leads to a roughening of the HPT-processed CP-Ti surface and hence it results in a reduction in the contact angle. This means that the textured HPT samples have a hydrophilic property which is consistent with the predictions of the Wenzel model [41]. However, as the observation period increases so the contact angle also increases and this means that the surface changes from having a hydrophilic property to having a hydrophobic property. Previous studies showed that oxygen played an important role in the wettability transition process based on a wettability conversion mechanism. Thus, in other research on the Ti-6Al-4V alloy an EDX analysis
revealed oxidation layer formation from day 2 to day 15 and this led to a 200% increase in the value of the contact angle [42] where a Cassie–Baxter state occurred due to the multi-scale texture formed mainly by superimposed nano-scale and micro-scale ripples. This produces an observed slight hydrophobic state [43] so that the storage process leads to the formation of a dual scale roughness structure as described in an earlier report [40, 44].

A very recent report shows that a laser-ablated metallic surface exhibits an increase in the carbon content on the micro-burrs and the wettability change may be due to an increase in the amount of carbon [44]. However, there appeared to be no change in structure before and after the heat treatment and thus the increase in carbon content may be due to organic matter from the ambient air. Organic adsorption on the micro-burrs was proposed as an explanation for the wettability change and the presence of this –OH functional group on metal oxide films is well-known to be related to organic adsorption. This means that, after laser ablation, metal oxides with an –OH group can adsorb organic matter from the ambient air causing several weak hydrophobic groups (–CH3) to appear on the burrs. Thus, through no change in structure, an increase in carbon content and the appearance of strong hydrophobic groups, it follows that organic adsorption on the laser-ablated metallic micro-burrs was demonstrated. Therefore, the explanation for the time dependency of the surface wettability lies in the combined effects of surface morphology and surface chemistry. A preliminary XPS analysis on the laser-treated surface confirmed the content of the element C increased from 23.75 at% to 29.53 at.% for 4 and 40 days after laser treatment. It is reasonable to assume that the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transformation in the wetting behavior correlates directly with the amount of carbon that exists on the structured surface.

In summary, therefore, the present results on CP-Ti processed by HPT to produce an ultrafine-grained material provide a clear confirmation that laser surface texture processing can induce the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transformation. There is a potential for the control of the hydrophilic / hydrophobic properties by using a laser texturing treatment.
5. Summary and conclusions

1) HPT is effective in achieving significant grain refinement and strength enhancement in CP-Ti. Post-HPT short-term annealing improves the ductility of the material but there is a risk of introducing a strength drop at higher annealing temperatures.

2) The use of a post-HPT laser surface texturing process imbues the HPT-processed sample surface with a hydrophilic property as the result of a higher surface roughness. The hydrophilic tendency of the HPT-processed sample surface is enhanced with an increasing laser power but it is reduced with an increasing laser speed.

3) The contact angle increases with increasing observation period following the surface texturing process so that the surface of the CP-Ti changes from a hydrophilic behavior to a hydrophobic behavior as the observation period increases. The results show that laser surface texture processing can induce a hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transformation in the HPT-processed ultrafine grained CP-Ti.
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Figures caption

Fig. 1 Microstructures of samples processed by HPT to (a) 10 turns, (b) 20 turns from TEM observations.

Fig. 2 Distribution of Vickers microhardness along diameters of HPT-processed discs.

Fig. 3 Hardness and grain size of samples in the conditions of 10 turns plus post-HPT short-term annealing at different temperatures.

Fig. 4 Stress-strain curves from 10 turns sample and samples in the conditions of 10 turns plus post-HPT short-term annealing at different temperatures.

Fig. 5 Roughness of HPT samples after laser surface texture treatment under different conditions: (a) laser power and (b) laser scanning speed.

Fig. 6 Contact angle of HPT samples after laser surface texture treatment under different conditions: (a) laser power and (b) laser scanning speed.

Fig. 7 Variation of contact angle of 20 turns samples with observation period.

Fig. 8 Contact angle images for 20 turns samples with different observation periods: (a) 1 day, (b) 13 days.

Table caption

Table 1 A comparison of results for contact angle measurements between HPT-processed samples and HPT + short-term annealed samples.
Table 1 A comparison of results for contact angle measurements between HPT-processed samples and HPT + short-term annealed samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>(N10 + laser treatment) Contact angle</th>
<th>(N10 + 673 K annealing + laser treatment) Contact angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>60 ± 5°</td>
<td>62.5 ± 5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No laser)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 W</td>
<td>79.95°</td>
<td>68.45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 W</td>
<td>34.8°</td>
<td>46.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>20.8°</td>
<td>23.35°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1 Microstructures of samples processed by HPT to (a) 10 turns, (b) 20 turns from TEM observations.
Fig. 2 Distribution of Vickers microhardness along diameters of HPT-processed discs.

Fig. 3 Hardness and grain size of samples in the conditions of 10 turns plus post-HPT short-term annealing at different temperatures.
Fig. 4. Stress-strain curves from 10 turns sample and samples in the conditions of 10 turns plus post-HPT short-term annealing at different temperatures.
Fig. 5 Roughness of HPT samples after laser surface texture treatment at different: (a) laser powers and (b) scanning speeds.
Fig. 6 Contact angle of HPT samples after laser surface texture treatment at different: (a) laser powers and (b) scanning speeds.
Fig. 7 Variation of contact angle of 20 turns sample with observation period.
Fig. 8 Contact angle images for 20 turns sample with different observation periods: (a) 1 day, (b) 13 days.
Highlights for review

- HPT processing refines the grain structure and enhances the strength in CP-Ti
- Post-HPT short-term annealing improves the ductility but reduces the strength
- Post-HPT laser treated CP-Ti undergoes a hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transformation